
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With a passion for creating premium, eco-
friendly, scented candles, each candle at Oak 
+ Amber Candle Company is hand-poured 
with 100% natural American soy wax that 
burns longer and cleaner than regular candles. 
 
The design is bright and minimal with a hint 
of vintage, apothecary charm. Our scents are 
inspired by nature and travel with a delightful 
variety of clean, exotic, herbal and spiced 
aromas. Thoughtfully mixed, carefully curated 
and always phthalate and lead free. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Founded by Certified Aromatherapist, Ashley 
Beurer, Oak + Amber candles are infused 
with premium grade fragrance oils, botanicals 
and essential oils and hand-poured in a small 
batch process to ensure quality and attention 
to detail. Each candle, from wicking to 
pouring to labeling, is created with the utmost 
care and precision. 
 
Our clean, sustainable approach is highly 
desired among our rapidly evolving health-
conscious community. Oak + Amber candles 
are a full sensory experience from their 
minimalist design and apothecary charm to 
the warm candlelight they provide to the 
delicate, nature-inspired aromas that fill a 
room. 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 
Many candles are made with paraffin 
wax or paraffin blends. The reason why 
paraffin wax is so widely used is that it 
holds and throws fragrance better and 
stronger than other vegetable-based 
waxes. Paraffin wax is made from 
bleaching and converting the sludge 
from petroleum barrels into wax. The 
issue with paraffin candles is that they 
release carcinogenic chemicals such as 
styrene, acetone, benzene, toluene, 
acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, acrolein, 
naphthalene, polychlorodibenzofurans 
and polyaromatic hydrocarbons when 
burned. Studies show that burning 
paraffin candles can cause respiratory 
problems and can aggravate asthma and 
lung or heart problems as well as 
damage ductwork and electrical 
appliances. 

 
We use 100% all-natural soy wax 
because it is non-toxic and burns cleaner 
than paraffin. Soy emits no toxic petrol-
carbon soot. Soy candles also burn 
about 30% to 50% longer than paraffin, 
or about 6-8 hours per ounce. Soy is a 
sustainable, renewable resource. The soy 
beans from which our wax is derived is 
domestically grown. 

 

 

 
The candle industry is rampant with 
toxic chemicals, waxes, and dyes. Many 
candles made cheaply abroad use lead 
core wicks that release harmful toxins 
into the air you breathe. A candle with a  
 

 
 
 
 
 
lead-core wick releases five times the  
amount of lead considered hazardous 
for children. Studies show that exposure 
to high amounts of lead has been linked 
to hormone disruption, behavioral 
problems, learning disabilities, and 
numerous other health problems. Lead 
core wicks were banned in the US in 
2003, but many manufacturers in 
countries with little to no regulation still 
use them in candles that are imported 
into the United States. 
 
The cotton core wicks we use are lead 
and zinc free. We use wicks constructed 
from natural flat cotton threads 
interwoven with paper threads that 
produce a rigid structure for easy 
pouring. The consistent flame and slight 
curl of our wicks work well with natural 
waxes and ensures an even burn. 
 

 
Phthalates are esters of phthalic acid 
used to dissolve raw materials when 
making fragrance oils. Studies show that 
high levels of phthalates can cause re- 
productive issues and birth defects such 
as increased risk of developing 
behavioral problems, premature birth, 
and respiratory difficulties in children 
with asthma. 
 
We choose only to use components in 
our fragrances that are certified 
phthalate free to avoid posing any 
health risks to ourselves as 
manufacturers or our customers. We 
also opt not to use any dyes, additives, 
or preservatives in our candles as they 
may contain toxins as well. 

 



Our sleek, travel-friendly tins are perfect for the office or jet-setting around the globe. Instantly cozify any 
hotel or home space with your favorite scent and the warm glow of candlelight. 
 
 
 
Burn Time: 30+ hours per candle  
Volume: 6 fl oz. 
Tin Height: 1.7" 
Tin Width: 2.8"



 
 
 

   

Discover an exotic Mediterranean grove with 
this delightfully balanced, earthy, sweet essence. 
An intricate and vibrant fruity blend of sweet fig 
with whispers of rosewood, lilac and jasmine. 
Complimented with smooth, rich and woody 

undertones of sandalwood. 

Relax with this soothing coastline scent that 
combines bergamot, sea salt, beach sage, 
eucalyptus, jasmine and lavender on a base of sea 
grass, white cedar, amber and rosewood. A 
soothing and complex aroma you can't get 
enough of. 

 

The moment you walk into a coffee house a 
variety of delightful aromas greet you. Our 
Coffee House introduces you to bold, freshly 
brewed Arabica coffee beans with a subtle, 
lingering background of chocolate. 

   

Crisp mountain air brimming with evergreen fir, 
pine and balsam trees. An enchanting 
combination of frasier fir with light citrus top 
notes, earthy cedar undercurrents, and a woody, 
balsam core creating the perfect, complex forest 
aroma. 

Our rejuvenating Green Tea scented candle is 
fresh and calming with bright, uplifting top notes 
of lemon, bergamot, lime and white grapefruit. 
The dry down is soft, earthy and herbal. An 
organic smelling combination to refresh the 
senses. 

 

An exotic, authentic spice market aroma from 
far-away places. Warm and inviting, our Spice 
Market captures the variety of extravagantly 
spiced aromas with strong, smooth and delicious 
notes of cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. 

   

A fresh, clean and well-balanced natural aroma. 
Featuring citrus top notes followed by whispers 
of sweet tobacco, organic herbals and exotic 
florals drying to a delicate woody background.  

 

An uplifting masterpiece of citrus and floral 
verbena. Bright, refreshing citrus oils of lemon 
and orange enhance the refreshing scent of 
natural lemongrass. The perfect kitchen candle! 

Top notes of mandarin, tangerine, satsuma and 
yuzu mingle with bergamot, and base notes of 
oakmoss to form an energizing and exotic citrus 
blend to lighten and liven your day. 

 



 
 
 

   

This lavender scented candle is the perfect 
everyday floral that promotes relaxation. Infused 
with lavender essential oils, hints of wood and 
fresh cedar as crisp green nuances add natural 
appeal. The perfect companion for relaxing with 
a good book before bed or taking a long, 
soothing bubble bath.  

A scent for nature lovers. Blended notes of sage 
and lavender with undertones of rich woody 
evergreens are complimented by an enchanting 
fusion of herbs and amber that capture the 
elusive aroma of the great outdoors. Featuring 
natural sage, lavandin and orange essential oils. A 
must-have for nature enthusiasts! 

Find your inner peace with this sophisticated, 
rich woody bouquet sweetened with orange and 
laced with jasmine for warm texture. Sheer 
woods and western cedar accent the base of 
sandalwood as lingering tones of vanilla bean 
and golden amber add sensual sweetness. 

 

   

A blend of bayberries and cranberries with top 
notes of freshly crushed cinnamon bark and 
hints of orange zest. This warm, inviting, 
farmhouse kitchen aroma is rounded nicely with 
pine and woodsy undertones. A delightful 
combination of natural berries, fresh citrus and a 
spiced woodsy backdrop. A beautiful scent to 
cozify any space! 

 

Inspired by the dewy, ethereal trails of Northern 
California. Take a stroll through the majestic 
redwood forest and fern canyon trail. A natural 
scent that flourishes with top green nuances and 
notes of earthy redwood, creekside stones, oak 
moss and fern. 

 

Freshly picked New England Apples straight 
from the orchard. Apple Orchards found in 
Vermont, New York and other beautiful New 
England states grow some of the most delicious 
and favored apples and we've captured this 
delightfully crisp, bright apple scent with hints of 
delicate spice that warms the heart of this 
fragrance. 

 

  

A captivating, lush botanical rose garden. True 
rose surrounded by delicate green tones that add 
complexity and authenticity to this classic floral. 

  



 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Hand-poured in an authentic mason jar, these American classics are adorned with beautiful, bright and 

minimally designed labels. 

 

 
Burn Time: 50+ hours per candle  
Volume: 8 fl oz. 
Jar Height: 3.5" 
Jar Width: 3” 



   

 

   

Discover an exotic Mediterranean grove with 
this delightfully balanced, earthy, sweet essence. 
An intricate and vibrant fruity blend of sweet fig 
with whispers of rosewood, lilac and jasmine. 
Complimented with smooth, rich and woody 
undertones of sandalwood. 

Relax with this soothing coastline scent that 
combines bergamot, sea salt, beach sage, 
eucalyptus, jasmine and lavender on a base of sea 
grass, white cedar, amber and rosewood. A 
soothing and complex aroma you can't get 
enough of. 

 

The moment you walk into a coffee house a 
variety of delightful aromas greet you. Our 
Coffee House introduces you to bold, freshly 
brewed Arabica coffee beans with a subtle, 
lingering background of chocolate. 

   

Crisp mountain air brimming with evergreen fir, 
pine and balsam trees. An enchanting 
combination of frasier fir with light citrus top 
notes, earthy cedar undercurrents, and a woody, 
balsam core creating the perfect, complex forest 
aroma. 

Our rejuvenating Green Tea scented candle is 
fresh and calming with bright, uplifting top notes 
of lemon, bergamot, lime and white grapefruit. 
The dry down is soft, earthy and herbal. An 
organic smelling combination to refresh the 
senses. 

 

An exotic, authentic spice market aroma from 
far-away places. Warm and inviting, our Spice 
Market captures the variety of extravagantly 
spiced aromas with strong, smooth and delicious 
notes of cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. 

   

A fresh, clean and well-balanced natural aroma. 
Featuring citrus top notes followed by whispers 
of sweet tobacco, organic herbals and exotic 
florals drying to a delicate woody background.  

 

An uplifting masterpiece of citrus and floral 
verbena. Bright, refreshing citrus oils of lemon 
and orange enhance the refreshing scent of 
natural lemongrass. The perfect kitchen candle! 

Top notes of mandarin, tangerine, satsuma and 
yuzu mingle with bergamot, and base notes of 
oakmoss to form an energizing and exotic citrus 
blend to lighten and liven your day. 

 



 

 
 

   

This lavender scented candle is the perfect 
everyday floral that promotes relaxation. Infused 
with lavender essential oils, hints of wood and 
fresh cedar as crisp green nuances add natural 
appeal. The perfect companion for relaxing with 
a good book before bed or taking a long, 
soothing bubble bath.  

A scent for nature lovers. Blended notes of sage 
and lavender with undertones of rich woody 
evergreens are complimented by an enchanting 
fusion of herbs and amber that capture the 
elusive aroma of the great outdoors. Featuring 
natural sage, lavandin and orange essential oils. A 
must-have for nature enthusiasts! 

Find your inner peace with this sophisticated, 
rich woody bouquet sweetened with orange and 
laced with jasmine for warm texture. Sheer 
woods and western cedar accent the base of 
sandalwood as lingering tones of vanilla bean 
and golden amber add sensual sweetness. 

 

   

A blend of bayberries and cranberries with top 
notes of freshly crushed cinnamon bark and 
hints of orange zest. This warm, inviting, 
farmhouse kitchen aroma is rounded nicely with 
pine and woodsy undertones. A delightful 
combination of natural berries, fresh citrus and a 
spiced woodsy backdrop. A beautiful scent to 
cozify any space! 

Inspired by the dewy, ethereal trails of Northern 
California. Take a stroll through the majestic 
redwood forest and fern canyon trail. A natural 
scent that flourishes with top green nuances and 
notes of earthy redwood, creekside stones, oak 
moss and fern. 

 

Freshly picked New England Apples straight 
from the orchard. Apple Orchards found in 
Vermont, New York and other beautiful New 
England states grow some of the most delicious 
and favored apples and we've captured this 
delightfully crisp, bright apple scent with hints of 
delicate spice that warms the heart of this 
fragrance. 

 

  

A captivating, lush botanical rose garden. True 
rose surrounded by delicate green tones that add 
complexity and authenticity to this classic floral. 

  



 
Whether sitting on your mantle, coffee table or atop a pile of books, these lovelies elevate any interior. Nothing 

really compares to the illuminating, ethereal glow of candlelight through amber glass. Our luxury, Amber 

Apothecary collection provides a beautiful ambiance anywhere its lit. 

 

 
Burn Time: 65+ hours per candle  
Volume: 9 fl oz. 
Jar Height: 3.7" 
Jar Width: 2.75" 



   

Discover an exotic Mediterranean grove with 
this delightfully balanced, earthy, sweet essence. 
An intricate and vibrant fruity blend of sweet fig 
with whispers of rosewood, lilac and jasmine. 
Complimented with smooth, rich and woody 
undertones of sandalwood. 

Relax with this soothing coastline scent that 
combines bergamot, sea salt, beach sage, 
eucalyptus, jasmine and lavender on a base of sea 
grass, white cedar, amber and rosewood. A 
soothing and complex aroma you can't get 
enough of. 

 

The moment you walk into a coffee house a 
variety of delightful aromas greet you. Our 
Coffee House introduces you to bold, freshly 
brewed Arabica coffee beans with a subtle, 
lingering background of chocolate. 

   

Crisp mountain air brimming with evergreen fir, 
pine and balsam trees. An enchanting 
combination of frasier fir with light citrus top 
notes, earthy cedar undercurrents, and a woody, 
balsam core creating the perfect, complex forest 
aroma. 

Our rejuvenating Green Tea scented candle is 
fresh and calming with bright, uplifting top notes 
of lemon, bergamot, lime and white grapefruit. 
The dry down is soft, earthy and herbal. An 
organic smelling combination to refresh the 
senses. 

 

An exotic, authentic spice market aroma from 
far-away places. Warm and inviting, our Spice 
Market captures the variety of extravagantly 
spiced aromas with strong, smooth and delicious 
notes of cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. 

   

A fresh, clean and well-balanced natural aroma. 
Featuring citrus top notes followed by whispers 
of sweet tobacco, organic herbals and exotic 
florals drying to a delicate woody background.  

 

An uplifting masterpiece of citrus and floral 
verbena. Bright, refreshing citrus oils of lemon 
and orange enhance the refreshing scent of 

natural lemongrass. The perfect kitchen candle! 

Top notes of mandarin, tangerine, satsuma and 
yuzu mingle with bergamot, and base notes of 
oakmoss to form an energizing and exotic citrus 
blend to lighten and liven your day. 

 



   

 
 

   

This lavender scented candle is the perfect 
everyday floral that promotes relaxation. Infused 
with lavender essential oils, hints of wood and 
fresh cedar as crisp green nuances add natural 
appeal. The perfect companion for relaxing with 
a good book before bed or taking a long, 
soothing bubble bath.  

A scent for nature lovers. Blended notes of sage 
and lavender with undertones of rich woody 
evergreens are complimented by an enchanting 
fusion of herbs and amber that capture the 
elusive aroma of the great outdoors. Featuring 
natural sage, lavandin and orange essential oils. A 
must-have for nature enthusiasts! 

Find your inner peace with this sophisticated, 
rich woody bouquet sweetened with orange and 
laced with jasmine for warm texture. Sheer 
woods and western cedar accent the base of 
sandalwood as lingering tones of vanilla bean 
and golden amber add sensual sweetness. 

 

   

A blend of bayberries and cranberries with top 
notes of freshly crushed cinnamon bark and 
hints of orange zest. This warm, inviting, 
farmhouse kitchen aroma is rounded nicely with 
pine and woodsy undertones. A delightful 
combination of natural berries, fresh citrus and a 
spiced woodsy backdrop. A beautiful scent to 
cozify any space! 

Inspired by the dewy, ethereal trails of Northern 
California. Take a stroll through the majestic 
redwood forest and fern canyon trail. A natural 
scent that flourishes with top green nuances and 
notes of earthy redwood, creekside stones, oak 
moss and fern. 

 

Freshly picked New England Apples straight 
from the orchard. Apple Orchards found in 
Vermont, New York and other beautiful New 
England states grow some of the most delicious 
and favored apples and we've captured this 
delightfully crisp, bright apple scent with hints of 
delicate spice that warms the heart of this 
fragrance. 

 

  

A captivating, lush botanical rose garden. True 
rose surrounded by delicate green tones that add 
complexity and authenticity to this classic floral. 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Hand-poured into elegant, straight-sided, glass jars. Our Holiday jars flaunt a sophisticated, simple and modern 

look. Placed atop your mantle, Thanksgiving or cozy coffee table, these candles and classic scents ignite your 

holiday spirit and make divine gifts! 

 

 
Burn Time: 65+ hours per candle  
Volume: 9 fl oz. 
Jar Height: 3.25" 
Jar Width: 2.75" 



 

 

Pumpkin Spice | Cider Mill | Autumn Woods 

 

 

 

 

Autumn – A beloved time of the year we snuggle up in our favorite sweatshirts, hats and scarves. And of course, 
enjoy some of our favorite scents! When we imagine Autumn, it’s pumpkin, falling leaves and spiced apple cider. 
Fall classics that we can enjoy nestled indoors watching our favorite flick and hot beverage. If you’re looking for the 
perfect collection of Autumn scents for your space, look no further. Bring the spirit of the season into your home 
with our well balanced and delightful Autumn Collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

Christmas Tree | Sugar Plum | Spiced Chestnuts 

 

 

 
 
Winter holiday season is brimming with nostalgic aromas that bring feelings of joy! A time for many to gather 
‘round with loved ones beside a crackling fire, Christmas tree, sweet treats and other joyous comforts. When we 
imagine the winter holiday season, it’s Christmas trees, warm and delicious spices and sweet treats! Our Winter 
Collection reminds you of hiking out in a field of Christmas trees, spiced chestnuts roasting and sugared plums. A 
festive holiday trio so delightful and warm – the perfect addition to your cozy, snowed evening in or holiday 
gathering! 

 



   

 
Pumpkin, spice and everything nice. Our 
Pumpkin Spice is the perfect balance of hearty 
pumpkin, autumn spices and a hint of vanilla 
sweet cream. Infused with natural cinnamon, 
clove, and ginger essential oils. Celebrate the 
spirit of the season with all things pumpkin! 

 

Cozy up with this woodsy scent! Autumn Woods 
captures the aroma of a brisk autumn evening. 
The smell we all imagine as the weather cools and 
leaves begin to fall. A warm blend of ground 
cinnamon stick, nutmeg, and clove layered with 
cedar and sandalwood to create an enchanting 
combination of spices and woods. The essence of 
Autumn! 

 

 

 

 

Nothing welcomes Autumn more than a 
steaming cup of hot apple cider, garnished with a 
cinnamon stick. Infused with natural cinnamon, 
nutmeg, clove, orange, and cedarwood essential 
oils. It's crisp and cozy — all the things you love 
about the season. 

   

 

A holiday classic that captures the spirit of the 
season! If you’ve ever hiked out to cut your own 
Christmas tree, you’ll know exactly how 
incredible this truly enchanting candle smells. A 
cozy, aromatic blend of pine and spruce with 
rich base notes of cedarwood inspired by the 
most wonderful time of the year. Infused with 
natural cedarwood and pine essential oils. 

 

A sophisticated twist on a classic sugar plum 
with a hint of sweetness—notes of plums, dark 
cherries and sweet oranges enhanced with 
whispers of peppery, woody undertones. The 
perfect scent to burn during holiday cocktail 
parties or cozy winter nights curled up with your 
favorite beverage. 

 

Warm and comforting, our Spiced Chestnuts 
candle puts a twist on classic holiday aromas 
with hints of spiced cider and roasted chestnuts. 
This crisp and cozy winter delight beings with 
spicy orange, nutmeg, and clove notes blended 
perfectly with rich nutty undertones. Infused 
with natural orange, clove, nutmeg, and ginger 
essential oils. 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 



 
Wholesale Order Minimum: $150  
Wholesale Discount: 50% OFF MSRP 

The easiest way to place an order is through your 

online wholesale account by logging in. If you do 

not already have access, please visit our website 

and navigate to our Wholesale page to apply. 

You may also email us your order to receive and 

invoice. Orders that do not meet tis criteria will 

not be processed. Payment must be made by 

pre-paid check, credit card or PayPal. As our 

candles are made-to-order, your order will be 

produced once payment has been received. 

 

 
Anything ordered through your wholesale 
account will ship within 5-10 business days. 
Please inquire about orders of more than 300 
candles as we may need more time to produce 
larger quantities. 

 

 
Free US Shipping for orders $500 and over (We 
ship via FedEx Ground) 
 
We ship wholesale orders via FedEx Ground or 
via USPS for smaller quantities. We will provide 
you with a tracking number upon shipment. Oak 
+ Amber Candle Company is not responsible for 
lost or stolen packages once delivered, please take 
adequate precautions to make sure your orders are 
delivered to you safely.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
International orders may be subject to customs, 
duties or other fees that are calculated by country. 
The customer is responsible for paying all 
customs duties and fees. 

 
Local retailers may schedule an 
appointment with us to sample scents 
at your location. If you are not local, 
please visit our website and navigate 
to our Wholesale page to apply and 
request samples.  

 

 
We do not accept returns. All claims for shortages 
and/or damages must be reported to Oak + 
Amber Candle Company within 5 business days 
of receipt of merchandise. After a review of your 
request, an exchange will be completed or a credit 
will be applied to a future purchase. Exchanges or 
credit towards future purchases will be based on 
the value of the merchandise at the time of 
purchase. Shipping and handling fees are not 
refundable.  

 

 

Website: www.oakandambercandleco.com 
E-Mail: info@oakandambercandleco.com 
Phone: 919-538-0862 
 

 
Instagram: @oakandambercandlecompany 
Facebook: facebook.com/oakandambercandleco 
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